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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a Computer Assisted Design (CAD) method combined with computeraided engineering (CAE) used in the analysis of choosing the constructive variant of the
welded frame from within the component of a seed drill used for directly sowing straw
cereals, so that the ratio between the consumption of material for the construction
structure per unit of safety coefficient to be minimal and the carrying capacity to be
maximal. For this purpose 3D modeling with SolidWorks software has effectively managed
three dimensional configurations of the welded frame using Design Table. The three
configurations were subjected to structural analysis (the von Mises equivalent of the
tension field distribution, the relative displacement of field distribution and the safety
coefficient). Based on the resulting data, the mass / resistance ratios for the three
configurations analyzed were determined. The comparison of these indicators led to the
choice of the optimal constructive variant in the most efficient way. The presented method
contributes to reducing the design validation time by eliminating physical performance and
testing.
INTRODUCTION
Optimal design of assemblies, subassemblies and components of mechanical
engineering equipment are activities that are currently taking place in the work of
advanced firms [4].
Designing of an optimal product or optimally improving existing products requires
complex work tools that are now integrated into CAD / CAE complex programs [1].
Computer-aided design (CAD) defines the use of computer systems for the purpose
of creating, modifying, analyzing and optimizing a design [6].
Computer-aided engineering (CAE) or Computer Assisted Engineering is the
comprehensive definition of computer programs that aim at engineering analysis activities,
including FEA, Fluid Dynamics (CFD), Multi-Body Dynamics the study of the dynamic
behavior of rigid or flexible interconnected bodies, each of which can undergo large
translation and rotation movements (MBD) and optimization [7].
For example, there are research done to use computer-aided engineering (CAE) in
developing a systematic procedure that predicts the dynamic behaviors of an entire
machine tool structure [5].
Another example of using Computer Assisted Engineering (CAE) is in the analysis
of buckling-sensitive structures to give the potential user the possibility to investigate the
effects of different types of critical load conditions on carcasses, as the components of a
machine [2].
At the same time, as a major example of high mechanical diversity, which integrates
computer-aided design and analysis (CAD / CAE) can also be used to verify the
sustainability model for vehicle structure development [3].
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This paper presents a new method which contributes to reduce the design
validation time.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
The theoretical researches were carried out by 3D parametric modeling by the help
of the SolidWorks 2013 program [8] of the welded frame of the seed drill (fig. 1) used for
directly sowing straw cereals (for example: wheat, rape, medicinal herbs, peas,
mustard+phacelia, trefoil+grass etc.),especially in light and medium soils, on plains or slope
field up to 6°, within ADER 16.3 .1 contract, concluded between INMA Bucharest and
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, the title project: Researches on influence of
applying new conservative systems and technologies of mechanized agricultural works for
fighting against drought effects, preserve soil fertility and qualitatively and quantitatively
increase the production of the main plant species cultivate [9].

Fig. 1. Welded frame within the seed drill used for directly sowing straw cereals

In situation when we had managed a number of three configurations, SolidWorks for
each landmark of the welded frame, it was helpful with Design Table having the icon that
suggests an Excel file (Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Design Table having the icon which suggests an Excel file
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By using Microsoft Excel, it was easy to manage the configurations and after closing
the application, the system switched to SolidWorks where we went through each operation
to see if we were the way we wanted it to.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 show welding frame configurations 1, 2 and 3 when the base
profile is for configuration 1: square pipe 40x4, for configuration 2: square pipe 60x4,
respectively for configuration 3: square pipe 80x4 [3].

Fig. 3. Configuration 1 of the welded frame

Fig. 4. Configuration 2 of the welded frame

Fig. 5. Configuration 3 of the welded frame
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After the welding frame configuration was completed, the structural analysis of the
Solid Works SIMULATION 2013 structural simulation application has been done, which
implied the import of the geometry of the model with the computer-aided engineering,
defined the material of each component definition, definition of appropriate mesh
restrictions, analysis calculation to determine stresses, displacements under the effect of
an applied load, safety coefficient and result visualization.
The structural analysis required the following operations:
- selecting the static option as a solid type for the discretization type and the
FFEPlus solver;
- selecting materials and assigning these properties automatically to each
component reference;
- applying the appropriate task:
- in accordance with the actual operation (operation) of the welded frame, the
simulation scenario was adapted accordingly;
- the load was applied at the points corresponding to the assembly of the soil
and seed drills,
- using the meshing procedure to break the pattern into discrete elements:
- in general, a finite element model is defined by a network, which is
completely accomplished, from a geometric arrangement of elements and nodes;
- nodes are points in which characteristics are calculated, such as
displacements,
- run the analysis study to calculate the voltage, safety factor and displacement,
which is based on geometry, material, load, restriction conditions and discretization type.
The three configurations were subjected to structural analysis (the von Mises
equivalent of the tension field distribution, the relative displacement of field distribution and
the safety coefficient).
After running the analysis studies, the results is visualised for comparison.
The comparison of these indicators led to the choice of the optimal constructive
variant in the most efficient way.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In Figures 6, 7 and 8 there are presented sequences from the comparison of the
analysis studies and results for the three welded frame configurations that appear on the
screen in the form of the von Mises tenssion distribution, the displacement distribution, the
shape of the strain and the safety coefficient.

Fig. 6. Sequence during comparison of analysis and results analysis for configuration 1

Analyzing the sequence in figure 6 for the welded frame configuration 1 where the
mapping of von Mises pressure distribution, movement and safety factor are shown, the
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maximum von Mises pressure of 9.20MPa is in the side nodes, the maximum
displacement of 0, 1494 mm is in the center and the minimum safety factor of 23.96 is in
the center bar and the front / back.

Fig. 7. Sequence during comparison of analysis study and results for configuration 2

Analyzing the sequence in Figure 7 for the welded frame configuration 2 where the
maps of the von Mises pressure distribution, motion and the safety factor are shown, the
maximum von Mises pressure of 5.09 MPa is in the central nodes, the maximum
displacement of 0.1782 mm is in the center and the minimum safety factor of 47.27 is in
the center bar and the front / back.

Fig. 8. Sequence from comparison analysis and results study for configuration 3

Analyzing the sequence in figure 8 for the welded frame configuration 3 where the
maps of the von Mises pressure distribution, motion and safety factor are shown, the
maximum von Mises pressure of 1.7 MPa is in the side nodes, the maximum displacement
of 0.1475 mm is at the center and the minimum safety factor of 126.63 is in the center bar
and the front / back.
The results of the structural analysis for the three constructive configurations of the
welded frame in the composition of a straw grain seed drill are shown in Table 1.
Data analysis in table 1 indicate that the configuration 1 is optimal in the best
performing of the three configurations tested.
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Table with synthesis of resultant structural configurations considered
Table 1
Name
Distribution of the pressure field
equivalent von Mises
Distribution of the relative
displacement field, mm
Safety factor
Total weight
Material consumption per unit of
safety coefficient

Config. 1

Values
Config. 2

Config. 3

9.20

5.09

1.70

mm

0.1494

0.1782

0.1475

kg

23.96
21.899

43.27
35.003

126.63
48.107

-

0.91

0.80

0.37

Measure
unit
N/mm2
(MPa)

CONCLUSIONS
- The high value of the safety coefficient, relative to the usual values, shows that there is
an important optimization potential for the welded frame.
- The material consumption indicator unit per unit of safety coefficient unit proposed to
analyze the choice of a welded configuration contributes to reducing design validation
time.
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